
Throughout his  career, Zóbel exerc ised an 
abstraction which, rooted in the evocation of 
nature, allowed him to make early  use of a 
much-desired “brush to paint mist ”. Indeed, 
questions relating to the tools  and instruments 
of painting , from syringes and brushes to rulers  
and colour samples , but also supports  (canvas , 
stretchers , paper) and pigments recur as a 
formal investigation throughout his  oeuvre .
A rt his torian A lfonso de la Torre , the author 
of the artis t ’s  catalogue raisonné, which will 
be published in 2022 , and the curator of this  
ex hibition, points  out that in the paintings  by 
Zóbel on display, such as  Azul sobre pardo 
(Blue on brown) (1959) or Celina (Celina) (1959), 
we can see how the pigment was applied with 
a sy ringe onto the canvas , like a suspended 
impulse in the manner of “an emotional 
improv isation,” to use the artis t ’s  own words . 
This  s ingular and defining instrument , s imply  
and sens itively  handled, enabled him to find 

a way  to trace long , thin and controlled lines  with oil paint . 
A  portrait of Zóbel by  Fernando Nuño bears  witness  to this  
technique : it depic ts  a fragment of the painter ’s  torso, back 
to the lens , ink  sy ringe in hand . 
The artis t seems detached from 
the act , as  if waiting for his  
hand to make a dec is ion. 
De la Torre explains that the 
encounter between the line 
drawn with the syringe and 
the sweeps of the dry  brushes 
transforms the linear quality  and 

Zóbel
The seven works by Fernando Zóbel  
(b . Manila, 1924 - d . Rome, 1984), assembled for 
this exhibition are characteristic evocations of 
nature and a clear reflection of the meticulous, 
cerebral and delicate approach that lay behind 
the artist's unique personal technique. Zóbel 
was an internationally renowned artist who also, 
unusually for painters of his time, embodied 
the re lationship between three continents: 
Asia, with his native island of the Philippines; 
North America, with the United States, where 
he trained and embarked upon his artistic  
career; and Europe, with Spain, where he 
settled permanently in 1961, as well as Italy 
and England , where he became established 
after taking part in the Venice Biennale and 
exhibiting at the Tate Gallery in 1962 .
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suggests direction, speed, 
light , and even volume, 
reminding us of masters 
like K line or De Kooning. 
A lthough Zóbel’s  pictorial 
universe transformed 
over the years , the linear 
essence pers isted, as 
demonstrated by his  
tributes to the suspended 
spaces of F lemish 
painting , illustrated here 
by his  painting Variante 
barroca (Baroque Variant) 
(1969) or his  linear v iews 
of landscapes , such as 
Marina (Marina) (1974).
In June 1977, when Zóbel opened his  firs t solo ex hibition in 
Paris  at the Galerie Jacob, in the street of the same name, 
the critic  Jean-Marie Dunoyer highlighted the qualities  of 
his  painting in Le Monde , emphas is ing the bareness  of 
the landscape pushed to the limits  of evanescence, which 
is  nevertheless  inscribed in reality : “Pearly  landscapes , 
vaporous , trans lucent , intensely  poetic , which are all localised 
[...] We must not be mis led by  the apparent lack of prec is ion. 
Nothing could be more solidly  constructed . It delights  the 
spectator and plunges him into euphoria .”1 The rare delicacy 
of his  work also found a consensus amongst critics . Vaporous 
and transparent , the fluidity  of his  paintings  conceals  a 
rigorous ly  elaborated construction: “like some of those 
Eastern proverbs  with two meanings [...] they  represent two 
v is ions : one global, the other meticulous .”2

Zóbel’s  recognition in France went hand in hand with the 
attention he received as part of other major international 
exhibitions in the 1960s : “Before P icasso; After Miró” at the 
Solomon R . Guggenheim Museum in New York in 1960, the 
Venice B iennale in 1962 and “Modern Spanish Painting” at the 
Tate Gallery  in London in 1962 , as well as the solo exhibitions 
held at the Galería B iosca and Galería Juana Mordó in Spain, 
and at the Bertha Schaefer Gallery  in New York in 1965 and 
1968, amongst others . 
Zóbel was an artist who was ahead of his  time. He presented a 
contemporary  v is ion without los ing s ight of the Pacific tradition. 
He never renounced his  ties to the Philippines , remaining 
attached to the culture . This  allowed his  painting to reflect the 
very  contemporary  cross ing of different worlds , without turning 
his  back on his  American training or his  v is ion of the events 
that marked the development of abstract express ionism. 
His work has effortless ly  transcended the debates between 
abstraction and figuration that defined the twentieth century. 

The A r t is t

Fernando Zóbel (Manila , 1924–Rome, 
1984), born in Manila to Spanish 
parents , studied philosophy and 
literature at Harvard Univers ity. A  
self-taught artist , painter, engraver, 
draughtsman, and a great connoisseur 
of the art of the past and of his  own 
time, he received many awards for his  
museum work and for his  ex tensive 
artistic knowledge. As a collector of 
the generation of abstract artists , he 
founded the Museo de Arte Abstracto 
Español in Cuenca (Spain), which 
opened in 1966.

The Curator

A lfonso de la Torre  is  an art 
historian, specialised in post-war 
Spanish abstract art . He produced 
the catalogues raisonnés of Manolo 
Millares , Manuel R ivera, Pablo 
Palazuelo, and that of Fernando Zóbel, 
which will be published in 2022 . He has 
curated over 100 exhibitions , published 
essays and poems , and lectured at 
several univers ities and institutions . In 
2017, together with E lena Sorokina, he 
was the co-curator of “Millares . Building 
bridges , not walls” at Mayoral; in 2019, 
“Zóbel-Chillida. C risscross ing paths”; 
and in 2021, “Zóbel and The Great  
Post-War Generation” and “Abstract 
Nature : Works by Zóbel with Miró, 
Tàpies and Hernández P ijuan”.

The Galle r y

Founded in 1989, Mayoral is  a gallery  
located in Barcelona and Paris . The 
gallery  articulates an exhibition 
programme focused on post-war and 
contemporary  art with artists  such as 
Tàpies , Chillida, Millares , Saura, Zóbel, 
Francés , Guerrero, R ivera and Chordà, 
as well as key twentieth-century   
avant-garde artists  such as Miró 
and P icasso. The gallery  partic ipates 
in art fairs  such as Art|Basel Miami 
Beach, A rt|Basel Hong Kong, TEFAF 
Maastricht , TEFAF New York and 
ARCOmadrid .
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1. A zul sobre  pardo (Saeta  258)
[B lue on Brown (Saeta 258)]
1959
Oil and metallic paint on canvas
70 x  100 cm 

2 . Zóbe l work ing  in h is  s tud io , c . 1962 . 
(deta il) Photo : Fernando Nuño
Archives of A lfonso de la Torre 

2 . Marina
1974
Oil on canvas
129 x  129 cm
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